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Overview

• Netezza evaluation

• My typical mp 
computations

• What I really 
want/need in order to 
be more productive.



Netezza Massively 
Parallel Database 

Machine
• Bib coupling: map of 

science

• Netlist / graph search

• Word sense 
disambiguation:        
“bush gave rice the 
book”



Massively Serial Computations

• Bootstraps
• Stable clusters
• Gene lists
• Network stability



The grand problem in biology

• Reading, reading, reading and more 
reading.

• Memory, memory, and more memory 
(managing the overwhelming number of 
details).

• Knowledge management for individuals 
and teams across space and time (world 
wide, and for decades).



Managing reading and knowledge 
within a research team

• Managing and 
sharing annotations 
from individual team 
members

• Linking primary 
sources with detailed 
databases

• Linking primary 
sources with what we 
believe is true 
(interactive sketches).



Prototyping the environment
• All of your favorite tools
• Annotations, automatic and 

human
• Linking everything together 

through modifiable web 
pages (wiki)

• Capturing and updating 
drawings and visual 
metaphors about what is 
known (believed, at least).



Massively-multiplayer
problem solving environments



Is Data-centric Computing some sort of 
Problem Solving Environment for a world of minds?

(If so, what are the implications for architecture?)

Or as the boy tells Neo,
"Do not try and bend the spoon [build perfect computers]. 

That's impossible. 
Instead, only try to realize the truth.”

• “The network is the computer”, Scott McNealy
• The global chat room is the computer.
• We are the computer
• “There is no spoon [computer] ... it is not the 

spoon that bends, it is only yourself."
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